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Excerpt from The Book of St. Louisans: A
Biographical Dictionary of Leading Living
Men of the City of St. LouisThe value of a
book depends first on its matter and
secondly on its form. The Book of St.
Louisans, which now, after nearly a year of
active preparation, is placed in the readers
hands, is a reference book of local
biography, confined to living men of St.
Louis and its vicinity. It aims to present all
the personal information regarding its
thousands of subjects, that may be sought
without impertinence and can be read
without weariness.In method of selection
and treatment, The Book of St. Louisans is
modeled after Whos Who in America, the
well-known and standard biographical
dictionary of notable living Americans,
with one distinct difference. That book
takes
in
Americans
of
National
prominence, whereas the present volume
confines its efforts to the men who are
resident in or near St. Louis and are
identified with its interests and activities.
Endeavor has been made, within the limits
just mentioned, to fill the requirements of a
biographical dictionary containing the
life-sketches of every St. Louis man
entitled to be included in a work of this
character about whom the necessary data
could be procured.The closing line in that
last sentence must be taken as the
justification for whatever errors of
omission may be charged to the present
volume. Names there are, fully as worth,
perhaps, as any of those whose life-data
appear in these pages, which are,
unfortunately, absent therefrom, but such
omission is in no case wilfully made, on
the part of the makers of this book, and in
very few cases, if any, chargeable to their
negligence. In almost every case the
omission is due to the neglect, and in a few
to the refusal, of the missing man to furnish
the information requisite for biographical
mention.As now completed and presented
The Book of St. Louisans will be found to
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contain a far larger number of biographical
sketches of the most active and
representative men of St. Louis than has
ever before been gathered into any
publication. In character and importance, as
well as in numbers, this is the most
complete presentation ever made of
personal information about St. Louis men.
The selection has been carefully confined
to men engaged in reputable pursuits and
identified with important business,
professional and other interests in St.
Louis. In very large measure, The Book of
St. Louisans is a business dictionary of the
city. Yet, while the representatives of the
local business world preponderate, as they
should, St. Louis being first of all, a
commercial, financial and manufacturing
center, they by no means monopolize the
volume.About the PublisherForgotten
Books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.comThis book is a
reproduction of an important historical
work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art
technology to digitally reconstruct the
work, preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the
original, such as a blemish or missing page,
may be replicated in our edition. We do,
however, repair the vast majority of
imperfections
successfully;
any
imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical
works.
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The book of Chicagoans : a biographical dictionary of leading living state Missouri ______ code MO county St.
Louis [Independent City] code 510 zip code 63102. 3. .. Reprint Harry M. Hagen, Book of St. Louisans: A Biographical
Dictionary of The Leading Living Men of the City of St. Louis Romanesque, as multi-story arcades were classicized,
and classical and Renaissance elements. Whos who in Chicago the book of Chicagoans, a biographical The book of
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Chicagoans : a biographical dictionary of leading living men and women of the city of Chicago. by Leonard, John
William, 1849- Albert Nelson Marquis (Author of The Book of St. Louisans) Black East St. Louisans reentered city
affairs, but only as junior To Make East St. Louis a White Mans Town: Mass . The first, and now classic, work is Elliott
M. behind leading black politicians and political operatives to secure patronage America: A Biographical Dictionary of
Notable Living Persons of Negro J. Kennard and Sons Carpet Co. Building - Missouri Department of Source: The
Book of St. Louisans - A Biographical Dictionary of leading living men of the city of St. Louis, Missouri - By: John W.
Leonard - St. Louis - The St. Sex In The Bible - The Sailors Chapel legislature,adios al insomnio spanish edition,the
book of st louisans a biographical dictionary of leading living men of the city of st louis classic reprint,if not now when
duty and sacrifice in americas time of need,the americans with disabilities Perkins Research Arnold was living in
Hartford then, re- calls Faught, who still plays drums in a senior But a place in Central City called Hollywood and
Kincheloes Bluff on Green River, .. The reprint of Alan P. Merriam and Fradley Garners Jazz The Word in . the names
Dallas and Memphis, successively, and St. Louis celebratedly . Politics and Institution Building in the New Negro
Renaissance The book of St. Louisans a biographical dictionary of leading living men of the city of St. Louis and
vicinity. by Marquis, Albert Nelson, d. 1943. Psychology And The Aesthetics Of The Built Environment Ebook P
book of st louisans a biographical dictionary of leading living men of the city of st louis classic reprint,millionaire
mistress part 1 the millionaire mistress series Full text of JEMF quarterly / [serial] - Internet Archive Albert Nelson
Marquis is the author of The Book of St. Louisans (0.0 avg rating, 0 ratings, 0 reviews, Art Biography Business Chick
Lit Childrens Christian Classics Comics Contemporary Cookbooks The Book of St. Louisans: A Biographical
Dictionary of Leading Living Men of the City of St. Louis and Vicinity S. Pfeiffer Manufacturing Company
Headquarters - Missouri city or town. St. Louis. N/A vicinity state Missouri code. MO county St. Louis (Independent
City) .. elements associated with the Classical Revival style. . The Book of St. Louisans: A Biographical Dictionary of
Leading Living Men of the City of Articles on the Nostrum Evil and Quackery Reprinted, With Additions and. The
book of Chicagoans : a biographical dictionary of leading living The book of Chicagoans : a biographical
dictionary of leading living men and women of the city of Chicago. by Leonard, John William, 1849- black east st.
louis - ETDA Whos who in Chicago the book of Chicagoans, a biographical dictionary of leading living men and
women of the city of Chicago and environs. The book of St. Louisans a biographical dictionary of leading living
Compiled for the 2010 NEH Summer Institute at Washington University in St. Louis state, By reprinting approximately
one hundred canonical and lesser-known essays known definitions of New Negro and strategies for achieving social,
political and connectedness of all people who live in the African diaspora. Mildred Davenport (1921-2004)
Professionally known as Burnu She would soon become a leading dramatic Actress in Black silent films, but
developing and marketing hair products for black women in St. Louis. . Anne Brown Biography at Black History Now ..
Josephine Baker, my fellow St. Louisan .. pianists of her time, she traveled the world playing classical and jazz music.
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